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Have you ever heard of i.EKA? It is one of the seven parts of the intelligent Tax Administration System 
project program in Lithuania.  

The aim of the project is to reduce the administrative burden on business, increase the efficiency of the 
State Tax Inspectorate and reduce the size of the shadow economy by modernizing and optimizing the 
use of cash registers with technical and software solutions, creating and implementing new electronic 
services.  

 

Currently, as part of a new fiscalization concept, announced are possibilities of using two types of 
technical solutions for registering payments made by cash or card and other virtual solutions of 
payments linked to cards.  

 

Generally speaking, the first solution should function on the basis of a security device and sending of 
fiscal data to the authorities and the second will be more interesting to smaller taxpayers – using a 
virtual fiscalization service set up by the authorities. 

 

The particular definitions, laws or technical and functional specifications are still not available, but the 
authorities are announcing that the necessary documentation will be finished in the first part of 2022. 

 

Different than the current situation when fiscal devices need to be registered in an old-fashioned way 
– on paper, the new system will also imply more digitalized procedures: 

✓ online registration of POSes 

✓ online updates of the POS statuses 

✓ automatic filling of the electronic technical passport. 

 

The only explicitly defined rules are in regards to the schedule of implementation. Currently it is set as 
follows: 

✓ Taxpayers who use computerized cash register models and whose income in 2021 exceeded 
300,000 euros - from 01/01/2023; 

✓ VAT payers using electronic cash registers and whose income in 2021 exceeded 300,000 euros 
- from 01/11/2023; 

✓ Taxpayers using electronic cash register models, which have been removed from the list of 
models permitted for use in the Republic of Lithuania until 01/05/2019 - from 01/05/2024; 

✓ All taxpayers - from 01/05/2025. 

 

The elimination of certain manual procedures such as hand-filling cash transaction logs or simplifying 
more complex procedures by e.g. ensuring an automatic VAT return by submitting the transaction data 
to i.EKA are some of the reasons why retailers can look forward to the new fiscalization set up.  

https://jbfiscalconsulting.com/
https://www.vmi.lt/evmi/en/home
https://jbfiscalconsulting.com/lithuania/
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Lithuania has a long history of a hardware-based fiscalization system, so the new concept will surely be 
much more modern and will widen the market for POS software developers and security device’ 
providers similar to more and more of other European countries’ markets. 

For the existing taxpayers the switch will probably be challenging but in the long run it should provide 
a possibility for maintaining business in accordance with innovative technologies, more adjustable 
business processes and improved customer experience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Limitation of liability: Whilst every attempt is made to ensure that the information provided herein is correct and complete, JB Fiscal Consulting 
cannot be held responsible in any way for any errors or omissions. We cannot guarantee completeness. The given data, explanations and 
interpretation of the Laws and related information do not constitute as a legal advice. Please contact us if you have any concerns about the 
information provided.  

Any unauthorized copying, alteration, distribution, transmission, performance, display or other use of this material is prohibited. 
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Why JB Fiscal Consulting?  

At JB Fiscal Consulting we help retail technology providers and global retailers overcome the biggest 
hurdles during their international expansion and keep them in compliance with the constantly changing 
fiscal environment. When we say the international expansion, we really mean it as our geography 
portfolio that, at the moment, includes more than 20 fiscal countries!   

The firm’s core consulting team, supported by some of the best talent available, provides a wide range 
of services that include, but not limited to: 

✓ Consulting Sessions 
✓ Regulatory Monitoring 
✓ Documentation Preparation 
✓ Ongoing Support 
✓ Custom Projects 
✓ Project management 

The client portfolio includes some of the largest point-of-sale technology companies and global retailers 
(including HORECA) from Canada, the United States, Europe, and the UK.  

When it comes to our partners, we are very proud to work with the leading point-of-sale system 
providers around the globe. 

Please feel free to ask us for references!  

Need to get and/or to remain compliant? Get in touch! 
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